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About This Game

Neverending Nightmares is a psychological horror game inspired by the developer's actual battle with mental illness. In the
game, you take on the role of Thomas who awakens from a terrible nightmare only to find that he is still dreaming. As he
descends deeper through the layers of hellish dreamscapes, he must hide from horrifying apparitions and outrun his inner

demons. He must discover which of the horrors he encounters are a manifestation of his own psychological state and figure out
what reality will be when he finally wakes up.

Terrifying nightmare worlds inspired by real life struggles with OCD and depression.

Black and white artwork creates a distinctive moody and dark atmosphere.

Branching narrative features 3 completely different endings.

A dynamic lighting system gives the ever present darkness a character of its own.

IGF nominated composer Skyler McGlothlin delivers a haunting and oppressive dark ambient score.
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So its time for a review...

I have to say that i enjoy this game, allthough there are a few disapointments.

-i would like to be able to see hitpoints on the buildings i destroy as i just watch them scream and shout before the building
finally is gone.
- havent figured out what makes the power thing destroyed to win lvl, if its destroying all buildings or just wacking it enough
- the tutorial is abit of a drag, could probarly easy be fit into one small tutorial as the game it self is easy to grasp.
- it seems to be only 8 lvls. perhaps a skirmish map or two might be an idea?

other than that its a fun game with weird litle creatures and god powers. :)

8\/10. It not that bad but i have to thing i have to complain First Black 5 noises as 1938 stock stopping into stations
they should know by now they need to use differnt sounds for differnt trains.

this pack should actual London undeground DLC not made up island pleas TRAIN SIMULATOR MAKE A PROPER
LONDON UNDERGROUND MAPPPP.
. I''ve been dying to try game out. Yes, movement is tricky but I'm sure the devs are all over it. The game seems to be designed
for PSVR so I expect that things will improve fast on PC. 360 will make a huge difference.
They have chosen a brand new way of controlling the individual feet of the player, like a puppet on strings. I've almost mastered
the Cruyff turn, which is nice!
If (like me) you're not into online, the free kicks and thru ball drills are really good fun. Proper spin physics make it very
rewarding to curl one into the top corner. I'm gonna play a lot more.
Recommended, looking forward to regular updates :). Through the kindness of the developer, I was given this game for free. I
did not ask for it but it was offered to me so I took it and I'm glad I did. I'm not the best to review this because I don't have a ton
of experience with card games; I'm more of a turn-based strategy fan. That being said this game has a ton of potential. Each
card has separate stats covering attack rating, armor rating, speed, etc... The are three types of attacks: melee, magicl or ranged.
There are different types of cards such as unit cards, spell and object cards. Some cards give you faith points which you need to
cast spells (I think?). There are multiple factions each with a campaign. There are daily challenges and much more.

As mentioned previously I don't have a ton of experience with card games but this seems to be like the "Holy Grail" of card
games. There so many different factors to contemplate when playing that I think you would have to invest a lot of time into the
game to master it. I'm enjoying my time playing it.

. I think it's really fun 12/12. Just played for about 20 minutes. Very neat game mechanic. Actually takes practice. Made me
instantly nauseus though. I fought through it because I thought the experience otherwise was pretty fun. Playing with 1080ti and
7700k and oculus. I wish the textures were better at their highest setting. Respawn back to the beginning was a bummer when
you are trying not to throw up. Giving it the thumbs up though, just want to give a heads up about the motion sickness some may
have...
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Gorgeous Art, Challenging Puzzles, Chilling Atmosphere.
A grim yet sweet puzzler in the style of Lemmings from the creator of Conker's Bad Fur Day.

Sweet little Indie Game!. I luv this game! Very very spoopy :-). Yet another senseless, boring, ... clicker game... -.- Installed it
because of a code from humblebundle. wasn't even worth the installation.... ENG:

I can't trust anymore U-Play Online company because, they never update their games & still this game not providing almost any
features that i looking for.

I can't recommend the product.

FIN:

Min\u00e4 en voi en\u00e4\u00e4n luottaa U-Play Online yritykseen koska he eiv\u00e4t koskaan p\u00e4ivit\u00e4
heid\u00e4n pelej\u00e4\u00e4n & silti t\u00e4m\u00e4k\u00e4\u00e4n peli ei viel\u00e4 tarjoa niit\u00e4 ominaisuuksia
joita haluan.

En voi suositella tuotetta.. If you are looking to manage a media project such as writing a novel, a comic book, running a PnP
role playing game, creating or modding a video game or even writing a script, this is perhaps one of the best values you'll find
for project (and asset) management.

I've been using this program for three weeks to organize materials I'd been working with using a file system for my project
management needs and am completely blown away with that power contained in this application.

It allows you as a designer or creative person to work at the level of your most important assets. Your characters, locations,
dialogue, media assets (images etc). Very helpful if you're putting together a design document from which to coordinate your
project.

Document your character backgrounds for detailed a synopsis of each one. Design and layout simple maps right in the program
or import your own images to work from. Dialogue, quest and plot trees can be written within the program schematically.

It supports exporting in a number of formats (Word, Excel, JSON, XLSL) which makes it great for keeping a master file of
your project.

For its subscription price this is a highly valuable tool for any project and certainly a tool I'd recommend having from the start
of any project as it is just as important for fleshing out the creative aspects of your project as it is the professional aspects (such
as asset development and project roadmap).

I'm not even using it to its full potential yet so consider this review an understatement.
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